
Kufunda Village  October-November

We are ending the year with a big bang. October saw us hosting a flow game training with ten new flow hosts 
being trained. The game is growing in Zimbabwe. We continued with an Art of Hosting around the theme of 
Navigating Uncertainty. It was our first Art of Hosting training to take place in the City of Harare. It was a 
wonderful diverse workshop, which opened participants and hosts alike to large and bold dreams  for the 
future - including a nationwide Appreciative Inquiry, and a move of the art of hosting into the political realms. 
We shall see how it all unfolds! 
In November the Leadership Programme hosted an Oasis Game in Chitungwiza community. It was a powerful 
experience of community engagement and mobilisation through appreciation and working with what is. As the 
chosen slogan of this game spoke it: Together We Can! A park was reclaimed from mounds of rubbish, 
planting 80 trees and creating a small children’s playground with the local council and people from the 
community.  
End of November, four of the Leadership Programme participants we given a chance to practice what they 
had learnt, when they were invited to design and host the Tree of Life’s annual reflection day. Our guys hosted 
the full day successfully with approximately 80 participants. They made us very proud.  
We ended the Nyeredzi year with a Christmas festival put on by the children, singing and dancing their way to 
year end. It felt like our best festival yet, a beautiful testament to the growth of our school. 
Thank you all for your support and friendship during 2014! 
Photos Clock wise from Top Left: Children from Chitungwiza part of the Oasis Game; Richard and Collins co-hosting 
during the ToL reflection day; playing the rope game during the Art of Hosting; Nyeredzi children singing; Oasis: Together we 
can!; Proud and happy Flowgame hosts.


